A pair of transverse wobbling bands has been observed in the nucleus 135 Pr. The wobbling is characterized by ∆I =1, E2 transitions between the bands, and a decrease in the wobbling energy confirms its transverse nature. Additionally, a transition from transverse wobbling to a threequasiparticle band comprised of strong magnetic dipole transitions is observed. These observations conform well to results from calculations with the Tilted Axis Cranking (TAC) model and the Quasiparticle Triaxial Rotor (QTR) Model.
mentum vector or, in the body fixed frame of reference, the oscillations of the angular momentum vector about the axis of the largest moment of inertia. The evidence for a triaxial shape is the inequality of the three moments of inertia, which is the prerequisite for the appearance of wobbling excitations. Clear evidence for wobbling in this purely collective form, which is seen in all asymmetric top molecules, has not been found so far in the case of nuclei. Evidence for wobbling (collectively-enhanced E2 transitions between the the one -and zero-phonon rotational bands) has been observed only in odd-A triaxial strongly deformed (TSD) nuclei around Z = 72, N = 94 [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, in all these cases, the observed wobbling energy, E wob (defined later in the text), decreases with increasing angular momentum (see, for example, Ref. [8] ), in contrast with an increase expected for a purely collective wobbler and as evidenced in molecules. All these nuclei have an odd proton occupying an orbital with high intrinsic angular momentum, j, coupled to the triaxial rotor, which considerably modifies the wobbling mode. Recently, Frauendorf and Dönau [9] have analyzed the modified mode, which they called "transverse wobbling". They identified the experimentally observed decrease in E wob as the hallmark of this mode, which they predicted to appear whenever a high-j nucleon couples to a triaxial rotor core. It is important to verify this prediction and thus establish the presence of a triaxial shape. The odd-Z nuclei with A ∼ 130 meet the condition: Triaxial shapes have been predicted [1] and the appearance of chirality, a complementary experimental evidence for triaxiality, has been established (see, for example, Refs. [10, 11] ).
In the scheme of transverse wobbling, the odd quasiproton, with predominantly particle nature, aligns its angular momentum vector j along the short axis of the triaxial rotor. This arrangement is called "transverse" because the vector j is perpendicular to the axis with the largest moment of inertia (the medium axis) [9] . Particlelike quasiparticles arising from the bottom of a deformed j-shell align their j vector with the short axis because this maximizes their overlap with the triaxial core, thus minimizing the energy of their attractive short-range interaction. This is the case for the odd h 11/2 proton in 135 Pr and the nearby nuclei.
Near the bandhead, the large j of the proton forces the total angular momentum vector to wobble about the short axis. Since the rotation is about a principal axis, signature is a good quantum number, being α(I) = mod(j, 2) for the zero-phonon band and α(I) = mod(j, 2) + 1 for the one-phonon band. As angular momentum is added, rotation about the medium axis is energetically favored over that about the short axis, which has a smaller moment of inertia. There is a critical angular momentum at which rotation about the short axis becomes unstable. At that point, the rotational axis tilts away from the short axis into the short-medium principal plane. Consequently, transverse wobblers exhibit a decrease in the wobbling energy [9] .
This Letter reports the first observation of wobbling in the A ∼ 130 region. This is also the first observation of transverse wobbling at low deformation (ǫ ∼ 0.16) based on the h 11/2 proton; the previously-observed cases involved the i 13/2 proton and significantly larger deformations (ǫ ∼ 0.40) [9] . The partner of the yrast band of 135 Pr that is interpreted as a transverse wobbler exhibits the expected characteristic of decreasing E wob . Since wobbling is a strongly collective phenomenon, the ∆I = 1 interband transitions are expected to display primarily E2 character [9] , which is confirmed by the γ-ray angular distribution and polarization measurements presented here. Finally, theory predicts a three-quasiparticle dipole band that has magnetic nature, in accordance with the measurements.
Two experiments were performed using the 123 Sb(
16 O,4n) 135 Pr reaction at a bombarding energy of 80 MeV. In the first one, carried out at the ATLAS facility at Argonne National Laboratory, the target was a 634 µg/cm 2 -thick foil of isotopically enriched 123 Sb, with a front layer of 15 µg/cm 2 Al. A total of 3.7 × 10 9 three-and higher-fold γ-ray coincidence events were collected using the Gammasphere array [12] . The second experiment was carried out at the TIFR-BARC Pelletron-LINAC facility at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, India. In this case, the target was 630 µg/cm 2 thick, sandwiched between a layer of 15 µg/cm 2 Al at the front and 20 mg/cm 2 Au at the back. A total of 4.5 × 10 8 two-and higher-fold γ-ray coincidence events were obtained with the Compton-suppressed clover array INGA [13] . The data were analyzed using several software packages, including the RADWARE suite [14] , the BLUE libraries [15] , and the Multi pARameter time stamped based COincidence Search program (MARCOS) code for the INGA data.
A partial level scheme for 135 Pr, based on detailed analysis of γ-γ-γ coincidence relationships and highlighting the structures relevant to the focus of this Letter, is presented in Fig. 1 ; it builds on results previously reported for this nucleus [16] [17] [18] [19] . Spin and parity assignments for newly identified levels were made on the basis of DCO ratios, angular distributions, polarization measurements, and arguments from crossover γ-ray transitions. Details of the coincidence relationships and the individual angular distribution and asymmetry analyses, as well as the full level scheme, will be provided in forthcoming publications [20, 21] .
The main features of the observed 135 Pr level scheme are: the yrast band comprising a series of E2 transitions; a side band, also made up of E2 transitions (labeled the "Wobbling Band" in Fig. 1 ) and connected to the yrast band via ∆I = 1 transitions; a sequence of strong M1 transitions (the "Dipole Band") that builds − isomeric level with Ex = 358 keV [22] .
on the wobbling band; and, a weak "Signature Partner" band. The observed level scheme is in good agreement with previously-published results, except that the transitions belonging to the wobbling band were observed, but not correctly arranged in a band-like structure, in the low-statistics work presented in Ref. [16] , and only the beginnings of the dipole band were observed in more recent unpublished data [18, 19] .
For wobbling bands, the linking transitions are characterized by ∆I = 1, but are of E2 multipolarity, in contrast with the case of "signature partner" bands where the linking transitions are primarily M1. Indeed, the presence of linking transitions of the ∆I = 1, E2 type is a unique signature of wobbling bands [4] . To ascertain the nature of the transitions linking the wobbling band with the yrast band in 135 Pr, angular distributions were analyzed using the data from Gammasphere, and the corresponding mixing ratios, δ, extracted. The angular distributions were fitted with the function given in Ref. [23] . The fits are presented in Fig. 2 and the resulting δ values are listed in Table I .
The large mixing ratios correspond to high E2 admixtures-up to 85% for the highest transition for which angular distribution data were reliably obtained. To conclusively establish the predominantly electric nature of the linking transitions, polarization asymmetries were determined for the relevant transitions from data obtained with the INGA array. In the two cases where the data had sufficient statistics to reliably extract the Table I , were extracted (see text). The expected angular distributions for pure M1 transitions (dashed blue lines) are provided for comparison. Angular distribution data, and fits, are presented also for the 593.9-keV transition linking the signature-partner and yrast bands (see text) and for the 1075.5-keV pure E2 transition from the yrast band (right panels).
asymmetries (see Ref. [24] for details), the asymmetry parameter is >0, clearly identifying these transitions as predominantly electric in nature. The measured asymmetry parameters are presented in Fig. 3 . We note that, in contrast, both the angular distribution and polarization asymmetry for the 593.9-keV, − transition leads to a pure dipole assignment for this transition as well. The ∆I=1, E2 character of the transitions linking the main and wobbler bands in 135 Pr clearly establishes these bands as a wobbler pair corresponding to n ω =0 and n ω =1, respectively.
The wobbling energies, E wob , defined as:
were calculated from the level energies and are presented in the inset of Fig. 5 as a function of the spin, I. The wobbling energy decreases with angular momentum-this is the hallmark of transverse wobbling. The combination of the nature of the interlinking transitions and the E wob (I) vs. I behavior firmly identifies the observed level structure in 135 Pr as arising from a transverse wobbler. TAC mean-field calculations [25] were carried out for the one-quasiproton yrast band. Using the pairing gaps ∆ p = 1.1 MeV and ∆ n = 1.0 MeV, we obtained equilibrium deformation parameters ǫ = 0.16 and γ = 26
• , which were kept constant. Additional TAC calcula-TABLE I. Mixing ratios, δ, E2 fractions, and the experimental and theoretical transition probability ratios for transitions from the nω=1 to nω=0 wobbling bands in 135 Pr. The in-band transitions were assumed to be of pure E2 character in calculations of the probability ratios. The mixing ratio of the tions were carried out for the [πh 11/2 , νh axis was found to be the stable axis of rotation for the one-quasiproton yrast band. The same holds for the five-quasiparticle configuration, which we interpret, in agreement with Ref. [17] , as the continuation of the ∆I = 2 yrast sequence after the combined alignment of a quasiproton and quasineutron pair. In this configuration, the two quasineutrons occupy h 11/2 orbitals with opposite angular momentum projection on the long axis which results in no preference of one of the principal axes. In the case of the the three quasiparticle configuration, the two quasineutrons occupy h 11/2 orbitals with the same angular momentum projection on the long axis. The combination of the neutron alignment with the long axis and the proton alignment with the short axis results in an angle of 67
• between the long and rotational axes. Accordingly, the corresponding ∆I = 1 band has dipole character. As seen in Fig. 4 Fig . 5 compares the experimental energies with those calculated by means of a modification of the Quasiparticle+Triaxial Rotor (QTR) model based on the Quasiparticle Core Coupling model of Ref. [26] . The triaxial rotor is parametrized by three angular momentumdependent moments of inertia J i = Θ i (1 + cI), where i = m, s, l denotes the medium, short, long axes, respectively. The parameters J m , J s , J l = 7.4, 5.6, 1.8 2 /MeV, and c=0.116 were determined by adjusting the QTR energies to the experimental energies of the zeroand one-phonon bands. The corresponding moments calculated by the TAC model, J m , J s , J l = 19, 8, 3 2 /MeV, respectively, result in the moment ratios J m /J s /J l = 1/0.42/0.16, which lead to too early a collapse of the transverse wobbling regime. This is avoided by the fitted ratios J m /J s /J l = 1/0.75/0.24, reflecting the fact that the wobbling mode is stabilized by the larger value for the ratio J s /J m (see Ref. [9] for details). The QTR calculations for the zero-and one-phonon wobbling states are in fair agreement with the data. E wob decreases first, as is characteristic for the transverse wobbler, but turns upward after reaching a minimum at I π =
2
− . The reason is that the Coriolis force detaches the j vector of the h 11/2 quasiproton from the short axis and aligns it with the medium axis. The experimental wobbling energies show a more pronounced minimum, which largely reflects the onset of the transition to the five-quasiparticle configuration in the high-spin yrast structure.
As seen in Table I , the QTR model predicts a strong, non-stretched E2 component which dominates the M1 part in the mixed transitions de-exciting the one-phonon wobbling band. However, the calculations underestimate the strong B(E2 out ) transition probabilities somewhat, and overestimate the weak B(M 1 out ) counterparts. The QTR calculations also predict a second signature α = 1/2 band, which is interpreted as the onequasiproton signature partner of the α = −1/2 yrast band. The very small B(E2 out )/B(E2 in ) < 0.01 and B(M 1 out /B(E2 in )) < 0.02µ − transition are 0.0002 and 0.004, respectively. The QTR calculations predict the signature partner band ∼500-keV too high (Fig. 5) ; the TAC calculation, however, gives about the right excitation energy (Fig. 4) .
In summary, we have investigated the phenomenon of transverse wobbling in the A∼130 region. A wobbler partner band has been identified in the nucleus 135 Pr, the first observation of wobbling in a mass region other than A∼160. The nature of wobbler bands is confirmed by verifying the ∆I=1, E2 character of the interband transitions via angular distribution and polarization measurements. The transverse nature of wobbling is evidenced by the characteristic decrease in the wobbling energy, E wob . In addition, a second band, with signature opposite to the yrast band, was identified with the characteristics of a signature partner. The appearance of a collective wobbling excitation, in addition to the signature partner quasiparticle excitation, is clear evidence for deviation from axiality. The wobbling structure mutates into a three-quasiparticle band of the magnetic rotation type. All these observations are in good agreement with calculations in the framework of TAC and QTR models. A systematic search for similar wobbling band structures in the nearby nuclei is imperative.
